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 45 Assassin to Assassin's Creed. Learn the art of disguise, stalking, and assassinating from the shadows. GRAPHICS - Added many new graphical effects, including water reflections and ripples, tree roots, lighting, smoke, blood, corpses and many more. - Added many new unique and detailed environments, including islands, villages, caves, villages, and many more. - Improved the performance of the
game and added more graphics optimizations. - Added a new water shader which creates more realistic looking water effects and reflections. - Improved the rendering of specific environments such as the harbor, mountains, islands, and more. - Improved the stability of the game, added various improvements to gameplay, and fixed many game crashes and freezes. - Improved the fog of war, added
better visibility and clarified the visibility of characters. - Added a new, more intuitive camera system. - Enabled the option to add water reflections and various new lighting effects. - Improved the text on the menu screen and replaced some text with subtitles. - Improved the stability of the game. - The characters can now walk and run in any direction. - Increased the number of NPCs on the map. -
Added more character customization options, including more hairstyles, weapons and clothing options. - Improved the loading and saving of the game, and the stability of the game. - Increased the number of dialogue scenes in the game. - Improved the camera system to make the game more intuitive and easier to play. - Added the option to add lightning to the game. - Added the ability to pause the

game and skip loading screens. - Added the ability to move the game map anywhere on the screen. - Added various stability improvements. - The character graphics have been improved, and Shay's animations have been improved. - Improved 82157476af
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